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A GRAPHIC METHOD TO AID SPECIFIC DETERMINATION

OF FUSULINOIDS AND SOME RESULTS OF ITS APPLICATION

TO THE FUSULILE PROM N. CHINA.

WITH 2 PLATE3 AND 20 TEXT-FIGUBS

By J. S LEE (*lq,$p

Professor of (4eology in the National University, Peking.

Informations regarding the character and distributiOn of the, Forami-

fera under discussion have so richly accumulated in recent years and are so

widely scattered that a coordination of the established facts or an adjustment

of different views wóuld seem a step that, if it doe not in itself, reveal new

points of interest, is certainly üecessary to pave the way for further research in

a land like our owñ where the former seas were once swarmed with these
orgtninmR. The necessity is all thó more acutely felt when one is not
disposed to appreciate those sharp criticisms as now and again appear in
palontological literature against the negligence or ignorance of the prior
published resulte1' Criticism of that kmd might be easily avoided if
knowledge were brought together in a way more accessible.

With a limitted library it bas been practically impossible for the
unfortunate student of these animals like the present writer, to start a
systematic survey of the literature with desired thoroughness. Nevertheless

an attempt bad been made to gather together directly or indirectly the gist of

the more important contributions relatinglo the structure of these fossils, and

to assign to them, as near as possible, their respective value. The results thus

obtained were formulated in a previous paper read by title at the First Annual

Meeting of the Geological Society of China, and'are substantially embodied in

the present communication. This is the reason why the scope of this paper

may appear to have extended slightly beyond the limit than its title would

legitimately cover.

(j) General discussion on the Methods of Research and Terms for

Fusulinid with a Critical Review of the more Important
Reéults formerly obtained.

(1) II. Staff, Pakeontographica, Bd. LIX, pp. 186-191; et Bull. Geol. Inst. tipsala, Vol.
X, No. 19-20, 1910-11, p. 111.
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Although as early as in 182e Fischer '. Wadheim1 iniblished a

somewbat detailed account of Fusulina it was not until the appearance of
the results of Möller's research (1877-1879) " in pa1sontological literature

that the intertal structure of this group of 1?orammifera and their kindred
forms was made known to any extent. There is mUch to be attributed to

Möller's detailed observations; but the chief merit of his study seems to lie

rather in his systematic application of the method of thin-sectioning to au
ample quantity of material that was then available te him. Since that date

the'method of thin-sectioning became more and more widely adopted with the

result of rapid promotion of ear knowledge regarding these highly specialized

Foraminifera. We recognize to-day at least six distinct groups of these
anialst They are P'usulinella, Fusulina (Scheliwienia), Schwayerina,
DoUoina, Neoschwagerina, Sumatrina. Such form like Schubertefla,
Girtyina, Verbeekina Yabeina, for the reason of their intermediate
character, being left out of account.

The method of thin-sectioning, powerful as it is, is not incapable of

further improvement. It has been the main object, and at the same time the

difficulty for the student of these minute fossils to obtain an axial or a
longitudinal section and an equatorial r a transverse (mediafk) section of one

and the same species. Having obtained such sections or at least when it is
believed that such sections are obtained the reconstruction of the entire
"skeleton" of the animal is then attempted by an exercise of imagination.
This method of treatment obviously implies firstly, that all the observable

properties of the animal can be reconstructed on the basis of the two sections,

and no single feature as appears in the thin-sections will possibly lead to
different interpretations of its three dimentional character; secondly,, that We

are absolnely sure of the two sections being derived from one and thé same
species. In practice however these Cu by no meanR be freely admitted.

(I) Fischer y. Waldheim, iJeber Fusulina, Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Naturalistes d. Moscoti.
T. I, p. 329.

(2) V. y. Möller, Ueber Fu,ulina und aelinlisehe Foriminiferenformen des Russischen
Kohlenkalks Nenes Jahlb. 1. Min. Geol. u. Pal., 1877; Die Spiral-gewundnen
Foraminiferen des Russischen Kohlen-Kalks, Mém. Acad. Imp. Sc. St-Petersbourg,
VII sér, t. XXV, No. 9, 1878; Die Foramjniferen des Russischen Kohlenkalks,
Mém. Acad. Imp. Sc. Stpe.terebourg, VII sér., t. XXVII, no. 5, 179.
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Discussionst1 r rding the presence or absence of the 'basal skeleton in
J7ebeekina, and the alleged possibility(2) of attaining a section charaeteristic

of "Schwagerina verbeeki" by a suitable orientation of &hwagerina princeps

are interesting cases that illustrate the unavoidable consequences involved in

the first assumption. In looking through the published microphotographs and

specific descriptions it is invariably to be noticed that the authors tacitly
aseume the specific identity of the longitudinal and transverso sections which

they regard as belonging to one and the same species. True, there are cases
where the specific identity is almost self-evident, and needs no fùrther
demonstration; but there are again casos where, it is equally obvions that the

specific identity is far to problematical as to be admitted on a coup d'oeil.

What appears to be a more adequate method is to make two series of

parallel sections znrough the same individuala method which may well be

resorted to especially in determining the true nature of such dubious parts like

the dark spots that are seen in the longitudinal section on the lower fringe of

the '4septa" of &hwagerina princeps SCHWAGER8. Features of similar
description sometimes appear in thiü sectiOns without revealing any obviously

attributable significance, and may yet prove to be of vital importance for
locating the phylogenic position of the animal.

Starting with a whitish speck that appears on a polished surface of
a rock, we may begin to prepare, by proper orientation and adjustment, the
first series of sections parallel to the axis of the whorl until the true axial
section is obtained. Observations can be made by means of reflected light

while the preparation of the sections is in progress. The second series of

sections must be taken perpendicular to the axis of the whorl, that is, parallel

to the median (transverse) section. These sections of half of the test are again

duly examined by reflected light until the median section is reached, and
reduced so' thin, as to permit the examination by transmitted light. As the

(1) H. Staff, Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Fusuliniden, N. J. f. M. G. u. P., Beil.-Bd
XXVII, pp. 471.472, 1909.
Y. Ozawa, Preliminary notes on the Classification of the Family Fusulinidte (in
Japanese), Journ. Geol. Soc. Tokyo, Vol. XXIX, No. 348, 1922, pp. 362-865.

H. H. Hayden, Fusulinidre from Afghanistan, Bec. Geol. Sur. India, 53, 1909.
0. Schwager, Ctrbonische Foraminiferen aus China u. Japan; china, Bd. IV, Pl.
XVII Fig. 1.
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axis of the whorl deviates only slightly from the axis of psoud-symmetry for

the overwhelming majority of Fusulinid the loss of half of the test through

the preparation of the sections parallel to the axis would not materially
hamper our observation on the sections perpendicular to the axis. Difficulties

however sometimes arise in connexion with theapplication of reflected light.

But they are not insurmountable. The writer has found in certain kind of

rocks for instance, the Chientaokou Limestone of Taiyuan, Shansi, which is of

earthy composition and fissile character, the use of reflected light actually

furnishes a clearer image of the minute parts of the fossil than what is
revealed under transmitted light. For Fu8uiina embedded in pure limestones

it is as a rule possible to render the minute structurés sufficiently clear for

observation under reflected light if the polishing is carried to a degree of
fineness. Only in rare cases when some suitable etching or staining reagents

are needed. As the reagent to be used depends tiot only on the composition

but also On the texture of the rock in which the minute fossils are embedded

no general rule can be laid down.

Having once established the specific or generic characters as the case

may be, it is not necessary to go through the complete process for the
Identification of a given specimen; for the axial or the equatorial sections
would then carry more definite meaning than they would otherwise do.

This method of treatment has enabled the writer to determine with

confidence, the shape of the tést, the type of fold and the height of the
so-called sepia, of several specimens of Fusulina. There seems no reason why

it cannot be applied with ßdvantage to illusidato some oftbe ill-understood

parts in the higher forms.

Turning now to the salient structural features of the various types
of Fusu1inid. Inasmuch as some of these features are more or less involved

in our present discussion a brief summary of the, more impórtant observations

made by different authors in the past may not be out of place. It is to be

noted at the ottset that the constitution of the circumferential or spiral wall of

the chamber is, as already shown by Douvillé, (1) Staff and others, non-porous

(1) H. Douvillé, lee Calcaires t Fusulines de l'Indochine, Bull. Soc. (36o1. France, 4e
eér, t. VI, 1o. 7, 1906, 580.
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throughout the family Fusu1inide, and consisto of a honey-combed frame-

work for which tbe author proposes the name macula, (1) covered externally

by a thin plate, the "Dachbiatt" or "lame spirale" of German and French
writers. In .the absence of an equivalent English term, the writer ventures

to call it the tectum after the German term »achbiatt.

The true nature of the so-called septa is however a point that requires

further illumination. Some of the forms like FusuUna secatis (GIRTY em.

STAFF) and &hwagerinä princeps seem to possess porous "septa" as shown

by Schellwien and Staff;21 while others yield little or no trace of such pores

when tangential sections are made and examined tnder a high powered
microscope. The writer has found in Fu8ulina variata n. sp. and other
species that the apparent pores, though mostly somewhat larger than the
inter-space in the honey-comb of the macula, merge into the latter space in

the region where the wall begins to bend inward. Further investigation

seems to be necessary before the porous nature of the "septa" can be admitted

as a fact.

The so-called septa in 311 Fusulina and the "primry septa"" in the
higher forma are but anterior, entrant continuation of the walls and therefore

they cannot be regarded as septa in the true sense of the term such as used in

the Anthozoa. Dr. Girty .sèems to object this term, for he calls them the
radial wa1ls. As the result of a discussion with Prof. A. W. Graban the
decision was arrived at that in order to avoid confusion and miscónceptioñ

the terms, wall and septa, for this group of animals should be replaced or
partially replaced by more suitable ones. We propose to call, the walls, both

radial and spiral collectively the theca, the superior or the spiral portion the

spirotheca and the radial or anterior portion the antetheca which is equivalent

to the old term septa.

In Fu8ulinella and the lower forms of Fu8ulina the theca usually

consist of a single layer of testaceous substance, namely the tectum, while in

the higher forms of Fusulinid the theca or at least the spirotheca are

From the fact that it presents a spotted or irregularly reticulate appearance in the
tangential section.
U. Staff, Pakeontographica, Band LVI, p. 152. idem., Band LIX, pp. 187.188.
H. Yahe, A Contribution to the Genus Fusulina, Jour. Coil. Sc. Imp. Uni. Tokyo,
Vol. XXI, Art. 5, p. 1.
0. H. Girty, The Guadalupian Fauna, U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper No. 58, p. 63.
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mostly composed of two layers of testaceos sûbstance, the inner one being

called the macula and the outer one the tectum.

Partitions or banging walls of different nature appear in Neosch-

wagerina and Si&matrina. They seem to have developed, at least in some

cases, by the enlargement and prolongation of the dark club-like bodies (seen

in seciton) which form the support to, or pendant from the tectum. These

partitions tn1uding the antetheca probably served the animal similar purposes,

bat it is obvious that they bave arisen from different origin. If the term septa

is to be used at all these over-banging partitions or semi-partitions would
certainly seem to bave the preferential right to claim such a name, for they

form a system of frame-work, like the double bottom of a ship, dividing and

sub-dividing a chamber into obamberlets. They are in certain respects
eiivalent to the antethecal folds in Fusulina. As they are mere attachments

to the tectum they probably do not indicate intervals of arrest in the forward

growth of the animal as seem to be the case with the formation of the antetheca.

The septa thus defined may run in the direction perpendicular to the

axis of the whorl, they are then called the transverse septa, or may run
parallel to the axis of the whorl, they are then called the longitudinal septa.

And again they may extend from the inner side of the spirotheca downwards

until they coalesce with the protrusions on the floor of the chamber, namely,

the "basal skeleton". These may be termed the principal septa, while the
lesser ones which only reach half way down the chamber are calkd the
auxiliary septa.

In Fusulinella, FusuUna, &hwageiina and Doliolina there are no

true sepia. According to H. H. Hayden,U) transverse septa alone are found

in a certain form for which he proposes the name Cancellina. In Neosch-

wagerina principal transverse septa always present being accompanied only in

rare cases by auxiliary transverse sepia. On the contrary, the longitudinal

80pta in Neoschuiagerina aro, as a rule, auxiliary. Only very rarely do they

seem to have developed to principal septa, that is, to Lorm a complete partition

more or less parallel to the antetheca. It i only in Sumatrina of the type of

(1) loe. cit.
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S. multi8eptata DEF1tAT (1) that complete development of principal and auxiliary

sepia both in the longitudinal and transverse direottons seems to have been

accomplished.

The buccal aperture, or simply the aperture, is the opening in the
lower part of the antetheca and also of the principal longitdinal septa if the
latter present. The opening may be simple being then situated in the
equatorial position, or may be multiple consisting of a series of slits arranged
in the longitudinal direction. Each of the slit leads to a secondary chamber
formed either by a projecting ridge on the floor, the basal skeleton, as in
Doliolina, or by principal transverse sepia as in Neoschwagerina and
Sumafrina. Openings are also present in principal transverse sepia serving
as a channel of communication from secondary chamber to secondary chamber
in the longitudinal direction. These are obviously physiologically as well as.
structurally necessary. They might be termed the lateral passages as disting-
uished from the buccal aperture.

These structural features, namely the presence or absence of folds in

the antetheca, of the basal skeleton, of the auxiliary or principal sepia in the

longitudinal and transverse directions together with simple or multiple nature

of the aperture provide the hses for the determination of the leading types of

Fusulinid. lt. is not a matter of serious concern whether we treat such types

(1) J. Deprat, Etude géol. d. Yun-nan Oriental, 111e partie, p. 54, pl. III Fig. 2-8.

as
--pt An idealized diagram ahówing the

higbeet development of Fnstifl
nidie.

T. antetheca.

Pi. Principal longitudinal septa

Al. Auxiliary longitudinal sept&

Pt. Principal transverse septe.

At. Auxiliary, transverse septe.

P. Lateral pazeage.

M. -Buccal aperture.

Fig. 1.
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as sub-families or genera. Usually there is little difficulty in attributing a

given individual of Fusulinid to a particular type, but it is not always easy to

determine the specific characters which must be found in the minor variations

within a given type. This is especially the case when we como to deal with

Fusulinas; for, structurally there is in them but little variation.

in discussing the forms of Foraminifera in general, Douvili)
makes a iust remark that the morphological diversity of the test of these
primitive animals is conducible to a simple law, namely, uniform growth

with uniform disposition. This however does not explain the various struc-

tural types of Fusulinide. If we were to offer an opinion to supplement
Douvillé's view nothing would seem more natural than to presuppose that the

structural strength is one of. the most important factors that have determined

the development of this particular group of Foraminifera.

Starting from Fusulinella, we see two ways of adaptation possible in

order to attain the necessary strength for the increased size of its fragile test;

namely, by folding jts antetheca, asAmmonoids have done in the development

of complicated sjiture, or by addition of some frame-work or a system to
frame-works. Nature has taken both of these éourses. Fusulina represents

one branch, and Doliolina-Sumafrmna represent the other. Grañting this
view, we can readily see why it is necessary for Fu8ulina to develop folds

in the antetbeca, and for Dolioiina and Ifeoschwagwerina to develop septa;

for, as already remarked, the latter serves the same structural purpose as the

former. Even the bulging of the free end of the auxiliary sopta and
sometimes of the antotheca to a club-like sbape as seen in a transverso section,

becomes intelligible on this view, for siicl would be the most 000nomjcal

distribution of a given quantity of matter t/) obtain the maximum resistance

against stress and strain.

Further, a consideration of the external form of Fusulina along
similar lines may yet yield some important results. In tracing the develop-

mental history f the arcuále forms of Fusulina, for instañee, we may
naturally be led to assume the existence of a form that had developed to a

(1) H. Donvillé, Evolution et Enchatnements des Foraminifères, Bull. Soc. (3éol. France,
4e ér. t. VI, fase. 7, p. 589.
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considerable length; and on that account, it had gradually to adapt an arcuato

form so as to minimize the chsnce of fracture across the middle part of the

body, which is the weakest part in the test especially when elongated. Such

abnormally lirng forms do actually exist, e. g. Ftiiulina tztensa and Fu8utina

iongia8ima though further evidence is needed to prove that they are the

ancestors from which the arcuate varieties descended. Nevertheless this line

of argument can provide us a basis for delineating at least two branches of

organisms in the edegree of Fuauiina: The one, as rep utod by Fusutina

secalis, largely remained in the form of their ancestor, Fusuiinella, namely

b.globose and the other, as represented by FusuLina extensa, namely
elongated, leading up to the highly specialized varieties with an arcuate test-

For a long time it has been tacitly assumed and in some. cases
definitely stated that the line of evolution of the family Fusulinid runs from

Fusulinella to Fusulina then to Schwagefina, Neoschwagerina and so forth1.

The assumption is not altogether unfounded on facts, and parts of the
assumption may now be well considered as established facts. But in it there
are parts that are founded ou too frimsy a basis. It would not be to.the point

of ouï present discussion, if wO were to attempt a completo solution of these

geñetio problems at large. In passing, it may however be noted that it is
practically certain that Fusulineila is the commom ancestor of the whole
family of Fusulinkbo, that Fu8ulina is directly derived from Fusulinella, and

that Dotiolina, Neo8chwagerina and Sumatrina constitute an independent
branch succeeding one another.2 Transitional forms between Fusulina and

&hwage'rina are said to exist under the names &hwagerina fusiformis
Kacrmw and &hwagerina fusulinoide8 SOR RLLW. In the former however

there is to be observed in a poor transverse section,t save tho somewhat

unusually thick spirotheca, an4 perhaps some irregularities in the antetheca

It is to be regretted that the writer has not had the opportunity to refer to the
discussion on the development of Fusulinid by H. Staff while writing these lines.
(Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Fusüliniden, N. J. f. M. G. u. P., Beil. -Bd, XXVII, 1909)

The fact may be mentioned here to support this view, that the writer arrived at thu
opinion without any previous knowledge of what has already been expressed by Deprat
concerning the direct descendance of &hwagerina from Fust,Jinella (Mémoires du Service
Géol. de l'Indochine, 1912, Vol. 1, Fase. 111, p. 72), and by Staff the direct descent of
Verbeekina from.Fusu1inella (BuU. Geol. Instre Upsala, Vol. X,p.114.)

Palontographica. Bp JIX, p. 178, Fig. 8.
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few characters that deviate irom &hwagerina of the normal type; and in the
lattert1 the fact that the inner volutions possess a semblance of character of
&hwagerina with the outer ones approaching the form of Fveulina would

rather tend to show that it represents the transition from &hwagerina to
Fvsulina rather than the reverse. In other words, it would ke more properly

viewed as a case illustrating, the adaptation of sonii form of &hwage'rina to
a Fusiilinoid type perhaps by force of circumstances. It seems highly

probable that both Fiisuna and Schwagerina are direct descendants from
some advanced form Qf .lusu1inetta through parallel development.

With. due allowance for the possible influence, played by changed

environment, - it would still, seem a strange anomaly, in view of the law
governing the direction of mutation2 commonly observed by various and

varying oxanism il these Foraminifera whose oemmon ancestor equipped
with straight antetheca, would first adapt numerous folds in their antetheca

as in Fusutina, and then return to their original form, namely with straight
antetheca as in Doliolina, -Ne.o8chwagerina, otc., or would first alter their test

from sub-spherical lo elongated and then return to their original sub-spherical

form. Even in Tricites 8) of Dr. Girty which are noted for their unfiuted
antethca and strongly inflate form, folds are not absent; and indeed their
aseociation with Fusulina centralia and other facts seem to indicate that they

too, probably tend to elongate in the axial direction.

Leaving, now the disscussion on the outstanding featureslargely
structuralof the leading types of Fusulinid, and their phylogenic relations,

we.. may deal with problems that would arise in connexion with specific

determination within a particular type of Fusulinidze. As Fusulina are widely

distributed in N. China (see Fig. 20), it has been anticipated that a careful

determination of these fossils may afford us a rigorous means for correlating

the strata in which they are found. 'Under these circumstances we are led, to

pay moro attention for the present, to Fusulina than to any other group in the

family.

U) P.leontOgraphica Bd XLIV, pp. 259-260, Tuf. XXi, Fig. 2.
(2) IL. Neuinayr, Die Stamme des Tierreiches, Bd. [,pp. 60, 61, 1889.

. P. Osborn, The Continuous Origin of Oertain Unit Characters as Observed by a
Paleontologist, Harvey Sec. Vol., Nov. 1912, pp. 153-204.
G. if. Girty, Tricites, a new Genus of Oarboniferous Foraminifers, Am. Journ Sc.,
XVII. 1901, pp. 234240.
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Again our consideration would resolve itself into two ttspect.s:

strtkGural and morphological. Deprat has attempted a system f classification

of Fusulina largely based on the structural types of the antetheca. This

simple and apparently natoral classification, if testified by a sufficiently large

body of facts, would prove to be the most comprehensive and practical. But

when wo come to the facts it appears doubtful whether the five, types of

antothecat1 are each represented by any number of individuals, and whether

they are at all of taxonomic valuo And indeed it would seem a dangerous

proposition to dwell on a certain feature that happens to fall in our
observation, as a property of sub-generic or specific value, for the simple

reason that we do not know what are the more important characters that

betray the natural history of these animals whose mode of life we are as yet

ignorant of.

Apart from theke somewhat hypothetical variations in the antetheca

few structural differences are detectable in various species of Fuw1ina. We

are then more or less compelled, to direct our attention to the morphological

aspect. Morphological variations in' the test or parts of the test are observable

throughout all forms of FiuLina. But the differences are in many cases so

slight that unless some metnod of precision be adopted to record the facts it

would be of no avail either to specific determination or to illusidating the

developmental history of this group of Fusulinid. This is especially so

when we have a large mass of material to be dealt with.

Formuke like that for the cyclocentric conchospiral,2 may be
applied by way of attaining precision, if they be found to hold for a particular

species or a group of species. And undoubtedly these are of high theoretical

interest for morphologísts; but foi specific determination, the formuke

themselves demonstrate that they can serve no practical purpose.

J. Deprat, ltude Géol. d. Yunnn Oriental, Mém. Serv. Géol. Indochine, Vol. I, Fase
jIr, 1912, p. 8,
0. F. Naumann, Ueber die Spiralen der Conchylien, Abh. bei Begründung d. königl.
abcha. Gesellach. d. Wiesenaehaf t, 1846, pp. 151-196. Ueber die cyclocentrische Oon-
choapirale etc., Abb. d..mathem.-phys. Classe d. königl. abcha. Gesellach. d. Wissenschaft,
1852, Thell I, pp. 168-195.

A simplifled formula for cyclocentrie conehospiral is quoted in the following page.
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Another way to approach the same goal is to plot the 4'septa-
diagrams". These have been shown practically useful when a comparison

between different and yet allied forms becomes necessary. This method is

however open to the criticism that the diagram indicates only the number of

antetheca in each volution, and the commencement of each volution is
generally taken in a more or less arbitrary way. When plotted on a strict
mathematical basis, the curve appears in the form of a series of dioontmuous

straight lines. From such a diagram, it appears as if, at certain stages of its

life-history, the animal suddenly alters its mode of growth, if the formation f

a single chamber or the antetheca represeñts, as it probably does, one definite

step in the history of its development. Süch a,sudden change does not seem to

be a natural stat of things, and therefore no discontinuity should appear in

diagrams even if they are constructed for a specific purpose.

After a careful survey of the more salient features of Fusulina, it is

possible to establish a number of criteria which must come into our
consideration in connoïion with specific determination. They are,

'1) Length of the radius vector at any point of the outer surface

of the spirotheca. This will incidentally indicale the height

of each chamber.

Axial ratio, namely thA ratio of the radius vector to the axial

length at any point on the outer surface of the spirotheca.

Thickness of the spirotheca at all stages of its growth.

Cumulative number of antetheca at all stages of its growth.

Number of volutions in the complete test. This is also indicat-

ed by the vectorial angle.

Continued from fostaote (2) on the previous pagelea J 2ir
r=a+_1 p 1

p-1
where r= iadiue vector for the spiral,

a = radius of central chamber,
a= height of the spiral at the end of its first volution,
p= quotient of revolution, or the ratio between the heights of the

8ncceeding chambers in the same vectorial direction,
O = angle described by the radius vector.

}
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Form and dimonsion of the embryonaf or central chamler or

a system of chambers.

Type of fold of the antetheca.

(8 Structural and morphological peculiarities in the region where

the spirotheca transforms itself into antetheca.

Form and pusition of the buccal aperture.

Axial curvature of the test, or any irregularity jn form along

the axial direction.

It will be seen at once that a random enumeration of the. facts
in(lícated above, or a formidable display of tabulated measurements as
hitherto bas bien the practice with the authors who have dalt with these
forms, lacks of that precision and lucidity which are called for at once in
comparative studies. A glance at sumo of the tahilated results that the
writer as obtained (see p. 66 table I, p. 80 table II) will Show how futile

it is to gather the requisite information directly from such tables especially

when a large number of them are in view.

To overcomö these difficulties it seems far better to make use of a

graphic method. As will appear in the following pages, by a series of curves

not only the salient features of each species are vividly brought out in contrast

but far reaching results may reveal themselves when a large number of data

have been thus represented. Wo may, for instance, hope to trace the order

of variation from óne species to another by a carettil correlation of the curves

representing homologous features of different species.

At least five out of the ten factors mentioned above can be indicated,

with accuracy, on a diagram. Let the vectorial angle and number of
volutions be first marked off on the abscissa, then the values of the other four

factors as ordinates. Thus we obtain four different curves for each species.

In order to facilitate comparison it would be best to stipulate a definite number

or a symbol for each curve, and to adopt a definite scale for all species to be

thus represented. As it is immaterial as to how the curves may be labeled we

may, by way of a mnemonic suggestion, letter
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the curve for radius vector by r,

that for axial ratio by a,

that for thickness of spirotheca by t,

that for cumulative number of antetheca by n.

Experience shows that if we take 0.1 mm. as the unit for radiu
vector, 0.01 mm. or 10 p as the unit for the thickness of spirotheca and 10 as

the unit for the cumulative number of antetheca, then all thesé curves will
arrange themselves in a convenient proportion together with that for the axial

ratio which may be plotted on the natural scale.

Só far we have only discussed the graphic representatiQu of Fet8idina.

It may be incidntal1y remarked that the application of this method can be
öxtended to Schwagerina without any modification. It is only when we come

to deal with thé highér forms such as Dolioiiña, Neo8chwagerina, etc. that

other morphological haracters must be taken into account, for tiese we are

however at present not côncerned.

(ii) Description of the more common species of Fusulina from four

localities of N. China.

From morphological as well as stmctural considerations all the
Pu.uZina from N. China so far examined by the writer can be divided into
three distinctly different types: -

Those with short and strongly arched test and thick spirotheca;

being typically represented by

Fusulina vulgaris SCHBLLWIEN s. str

Those with elongated or oven arcuate test and relatively thin

spirotheca; antetheca folded in aregu1ar manner. This group

embraces the following fofms:

Fusulina tenuissima SÇRELLWIEN,

.Fu8ulina longissima nov. var. arca.

Fusulina californica STAFF,

Fusulina elon9ata (= extensa) nov. var. min oris,
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Fusulina vernaili cf. var. 8apperi STAFF,

Fu8uUna puiilla SCHELLWIEN.

(o) Those with their inner volutions rather inflate while the outer

ones tending to elongate along the axial direction; spirotheca

of medium thickness; antethecal folds rather irregular; being

only represented by

Fusulina ixiriata n. sp.

FAMILt Ff/$ULIÏfIDAE MÖLLER
GENUS .FUiULbVI Fisoasu

FUBULINA FVLGJMâ' SdnßLLwI

Pi. I, Fig'. 1, 2.

FusuUna vulgarii s. str. $CllELLW1EN-DHaENFtJRTHt Pakconographica,
1 VI. BAND, pp, I3-164, Taf. XIV, Fig. 1-4. /

Vedoriolo#gle 21 U 40 II. II 71 II 21 101 III

I I I T

Fig. 3,Curves showing the properties of F. vnlgaris; for reference
of r, a, t, n and scales of ordinates see p. 64.

DzAosis: Test strongly arched in the median part sloping steeply

towards the polos which are often slightly extended and rot 1\ded off in the

form of a papilla. Dimension of the complete test varice only slightly fr( ra

individual to individual being on the average 5.4 mm. X 3.5 mm.

The half-moon shaped aperture can be seen in most of the indivi-

duals, reaching sometimes more than half the height of the chamber.
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theca

Number of volutions 5 to 6.

Number of antetheca fairly large, and increases with a rapid rate
towards the outer volutions.

Antetheca strongly folded in a rather irregular maimer. The thick
spirotheca with a coarse macula stands out in stiking contrast to the thin
antetheca which is barely supported by the honey-combed substance.

Each chamber is'added to the preceding one

in a remarkably smooth manner so that few furrows
can be seen on the external side of the test.

The rapid increase of the height of the
chamber as well as the thickness of the spirotheca
in the first three or four volutions is highly chara-
cteristic of this species and all of its varieties-a fact

clearly brought out in the diagram (Fig 3)

Fig.4
A part of a transverse
section of .1?. vuigaris
Showing its thick and
Coarse apirothe and
thin aritetheca; highly

magnified.

Central chamber almost perfectly spherical, formed by a thin wall,

and varies very little either in form or in size. The average diameter
measures at 0.09 mm.

REMh.axs: Little doubt can exist as to the identity of the present
form with the Darwas species already cited. The same form under the name

Fusulina philipsoni SCELLWIEN is said to occur in Asia Minor. This

however yet remains to be verified. If we only consider the form of the test,

the thickness of the spirotheca and autotheca, and the fórm and size of the
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TABLE I.
Measurements for Fueuiina vuigaris

No. of volution. I II III IV V VI
Vectorial angle. ir 2w 3w 4w 5w 6w 7w Sir 9w 10w 11w
Axial length (L). 0.55

mm.
0.66 1.11 1.35 1.93 2.33 2.98 3.49 3.84 4.29 5.22

Radius vector (R). 0.14
mm.

0.19 0.31 0.43 0.68 0.83 1.02 1.22 1.431.65 1.89

Axial ratio
iR
SL

3.9 8.5 3.6. 3.1 2.8 28 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.8

Cumulative no. of
antetheca.

5 12 19 29 37 50 63 82 104

Thieknes of spiro-28 89 50 61 73 83 94 109 122 122 90.
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central chamber, Fusulina vulgaris is hardly distinguishable from the globoso

variety of Fusutina 8ecali8 (-7-icite8 8ecaiicus Gunr) but the presence of a

pair of somewhat divergent basal rings together with the abeence of marked

antethecal folds from the median region in F. 8ecaiis affords an unmistakable

distinction between the species in question and the American species. Some.

of tim Russian forms like F. mölleri and F. Icrotowi certainly show a strong

affinity to the present species; the former, however, usually exhibita higher axial

ratios especially in the outer whorls; and in the latter the antetheca are folded

in a more regular manner, and the whorls aro sometimes more numerous.

0'CUBRENCE: F. vulgaris occurs in abundance in the limestones
intercalated in the coal.bearing sertes of Sha Ho Hsien, S. OhihiL

fCSU1JYJ 2T.RUI&tIMI SC}tELLWIEN

Pl. U Iiig. 1.

tusulina Lenulsaima SCHELL*IEN: Palontorapbica, 111V Band,
pp. 255-257, Tal. XIX, Pigs. 7e, 7b, 8,9.

J'ttsulina cäyeuxi DEPRAT Mémoires du Serv. Géol. de l'Indochine, Vol. II,
Pase. I pn. 18-$9, Pl. 1V, Fige. 1-10. Ibid., Vol. III, Fac. 1, pp.
14-15, 1l, III, Figs. 1-3.

Fig. 5.External form -ofF. tenuisssma. X5.

Vcctoriatan e I 51 31 1 U II 1 siT SIT lOW UI ¡U U! TU

Vokdci I I J R T II II
Fir. 6.Curves showing the properties of F. tenuissimu; for reference of a,r,t and

scales of ordinates see p. 64.
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DIAGN0IS: Test cylindrical to subcylindrica), usually develops a

very gentle axial curvature; poles stumpy and rounded; Dimensions

8mm x 2mm on the average.

Aperture very srrall; semi-circular in the inner volutions, but

extends to a considerable width in the outer ones

Number of volutions usuálly 6, rarely 7; closely coiled.

Antethecal folding intense but regular, almost runs throughout the

entire height of the antétheca which latter nearly covers the full height of
the chamber. Even in the neighbourhood of the aperture the folds neither

decrease in intensity nor alter appreciably their prevalent shape.

Apart from the first one or two volutions, the height of the cbambe

in each volution differs very little from one another

Thickness of the antetheca is likewise uniform throughout the entire

test. The tectum is inlaid by a fine macula to form the spirotheca as well as

the superior part of the antetheca.

Central chamber extraordinarily large. Its form sometimes
approaches an ollipsoid with its major axis moro or less pointing to the poks,

and sometimes quite irregular; never develops to a perfect sphere.

RlniAiucs: The original suecimen from the Alpine Fusulina-
Limestone as described and figured by Scheliwien is incontestably identical

with the present form. The elongated test and the regdar. manner of
antethecal folding seem to suggest some affinity with F. extensa SCHELL.

on the one hand, and the thin spirotheca, compressed type of coiling and
unusually large central chamber indicate a still closer affinity with F.
lonyisitna on the other.

OccuRIucNcx: F. ten uissima occurs in a blue and slightly bitum-

inous limestone intercalated in the coal-bearing series of the Sha Ho coalfied.

Individuals belonging to this species are not found in abundance; at least not

so abundant as its associated species, P. vuigaris and F. ion gissima var.
arca.



Fig. 7.

External form of
F.. longiasima var,

area. X5
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FUSULIVA L4NÇZSJMI nov. var. ARC4

Pl. II Figs. 3-6

Fuszdina ion gissitn« MÖLLER: Minoires de I'Acadeinie des seien, de St-Peters.
bourg1 Vile sér. Tome XXV, Iso. 9, pp. 59-61, Thf. I, Fig. 4, Tal. TI!!,
Figs. la, lb, le.

tFu.tdina longiasima SCHWAGER: Falaonto1ogia Indica, Series XIII, Salt-Range
FOssils, pp. 988-989, P1. CXXVI. Fige. la-c, and Pl. CXXVII!, FigL 1-8..

Pandina longissima MaU. (SCHELL.STAFF): Pakeontographisa, Bd., LV., pp.
163-165. Tal. XIII, Figs. 6 14-20

Fig. 8Curves showing the properties of F. longiathna var. arca;
for reference of a, r, t and scales of ordinates see p. 64.

DIAGNOSIS: Test on the whole sub.cylindrical to cylindrical;

occasionally with a gentle constriction in the median part, slightly expanded

towards the ends for a time, but becomes pointed at the poles. The axis of

the whorls is often curved at the middle so that the two arms of the test make

an angle which varies from 150 to 160 degrees. Length of the test generally

varies f romS 4.8mm to 5.5, mm, height or diameto. from 1.2mm. to 1.6mm.

Aperture distinct in the inner volutions, reaching. barely half thc'

height of the chapTher. if a chord be drawn in a circle at a distane of about

one third of the radius from the center, then the form of the apertore would

roughly agree with the smaller sector of the circle thus drawn.
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Number of volutions generally 5, very rarely 6. All of them are
closely coiled.

Apart from the first two volutions, antethecal folds fairly regular
almost to the poles; only decrease slightly in intensity 'towards the median

part. In the neighbourhood o the aperture about halfthe lower halfof
the antetheca is folded.

Antetheca and spirotheca are nearly equal in thickness, both being

very thin, far thinner, for instance, than that of F. vuiparis.

In a transverse section the antethecas often
appear in a y-shape owing to the coalescence of the lower

parts of each pair of two neighbouring antethecas through

folding.
Fi& 9.

Central chamber very large, generally elongated,

more or less following the direction ad curvature of the var. a thowing its
thin Bplro-and ante-

axis. theea; highly inagni-

REMARKS: The characteristic features of the present variety lie
in the fact that the last volution is unusually somewhat expanded near the
poles of the test with the consequence that the chamber in the last volution is

comparatively higher towards the poles than in median region; and that the
test is bent in thó middle part. The first of these features, though to some

extent noticeable in F. ioniissima M&i. is not found fn Scbellwien's species,

and only in rare cases it is absent from the present variety. But the second

feature, namely the axial curvature, is invariably observable in all the
individuals belonging to the present varie1y. Although arcuate forms are found

in other elongated species of Fusulina, for instance in F. elongata SHUMStRD,

this fact needs is no way invalidate the establishment of the present variety

which has quite different specific characters.

It is hardly necessary to point out the close affinity between F.
longissima var. area and F. cylindrica FISCHER. Scheliwien actually

regards one of the small arcnate varieties of "F. cylindrica" (see Pl. It fig.
6) as "zu Fusulina ion gissima hinneigenden Form". In the absence of a
suitable nomenclature to connoto its transitional character between F.
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cylindrica and F. longissima. s. str., the writer has tentatively placed it in

the present variety. As a rule, F. lonyissima has a larger and less spherical

central chamber, more volutions and larger dimension than F. cyiindrwa;
while it lias less volutions and larger axial ratios than F. tenuissma to
which it likewise shóws a strong affinity.

OccuE1uNc1: F. ¿ongissisna var. area occurs in abundance in a
blue limestone intercalated in the coal-bearing series of Sha Ho Hsien, S.
Chihli. Here it is associated with F.. vtilgaris, F. tenuissima and F.
californica to be described presently.

?ZSVL1N4 z&vzc.i (var. STAFF)

Pl, II Fig. .

PFuav3ina nfl'. Unuissima ScEELLWIEN: Beitr z. PaL n. Oeol. Osterr.lJng. u.
des Orients, Bd XIII, a. 101.

Fustdina extensa (8cnauwzza) var. californica STAw; Palteontographica, Bd
LIX a 183, text fig. 12. Zoologica. Heft 58, a. 80.

Fig. 10External form of F. californien X5.

U U 47 0 ii! TI U U III! Ill lai

I I I F V F

Fig. J 1--Çnrves showing the properties of F. californien; for reference
of r, a, t and scales of ordinates see p. 64.

DIAGNOSIS: The grossly elongated test is sharply vaulted on one

side of the üiedian zone with a corresponding slight depression on the

opposite. From the median zone the test slopes gentely and uniformly
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towards the poles which are sometimes slightly extended and ended in
protuberance.

Aperture indistinct. Judging from the regularity of antetheçal
folds in the median region, it appears that no special aperture iR iwesent as

in the case of the Californian form.

Number 'of volutions as represented by the only specimen in the

writer's collection.

Antethecal fold remarkably regular, reaching a little more than
half of the height of the chamber.

Spirotheca fairly thiñ. The thickness increases only very slightly

from the inner volutions to the outer. Antetheca is likewise of insignificant

thickness.

The sharp vaulting, or to be more exact the angular projection, in

the median zone of the test is not only an external feature, but is exhibited

to -no less marked degree in most of the inner volutions, particularly in the

innermost one which, when seen in the longitudinal section, assumes the
form of a rhombus.

Central chamber extraordinarily large, even larger than that of
F. iongissirna var. arca; ellipsoidal with its major axis pointing 'tó the
direction perpendicuÏar to the axis of the test instead of parallel to ita
character which has never been observed in any other species of PusuUna.

RELARKS: In spite of the fact that among the material so far
examined by the writer there is only a single axial section representing the

present species, the- peculiar vaulting in tne median zone of the test, the

extraordinarily large ellipsoidal central chamber with its short axis

arringed in the direction of elongation of the test, the regular antethecal
folding etc. make it indisputably certain that we are here dealing with a
form very closely akin, if not absolutely identical to, the Californian species,

F. extensa var. eaU! ornica STÂFF.

The thickness of spirotheca and the type of ante thecal folding
certainly suggest sonie relationship with the tenuissima group on the one

hand, and the elongation of the test together with the type of thé antethecal
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folding indicates its inclination to F. extensa. But there are margea
differences between all these species and the present one. In addition to
those peculiarities as the arrangement of central chamber and the median
angular vaulting that characterize F. califoñüca it may be pointed out that
P. tenuissima never attains such a length as F. ealifornica; and F
a1ifornica in turn is in no way comparable in length with F. elongata

(SrnmuaD and Qxar) which is said to reach 21mm or more.

The reason that Staff regards F. californica as figured in Zoologica

Hef t 58, p. 80, aa a variety of F. extensa i probably founded ou the

coception that the peculiar features of the present species are rather
abnormal devopment of individual cases than any property constant to a
species. The o2curence of a form with precisely similar peculiarities in
places. so widely separated as California and N. China ought to prove that

they well deserve lo rank as specific characters. On this account it seems

appropriate to separate the Californian and the present Chinese form. from

F. extensa, ond regard them as an independent species

OCCURRENCE: F. californica is found in a blue limestone of
Sha Ho Haien, S. Chihli. It associates with F. vnigaris, F. longissitna,
etcas already mentioned.

NUSULINA JWWGI?4 (WNSM nov. var. MINOaVi

Pl. II Fig. 7

Fueulina eionga&i (BBImURD) Gmi'v: U.S. GaOl. survey, Profeasional Paper, Bo.
58, The Guadalupian Fauna. pp. 82-65, Pl. XVII, Fig. 3, 8-8.

Fig. 12ExI&nal form of F. eiongata

ver. minori8, X5.
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Fig. 13Curves showing the properties of E. elongate var minons; for reference of r, a, t and

scales of ordinates see p. 64

The specific identity of this form with one of the Guadalupian
species described and figured by Dr. Girty is shown by its extraordinarily

slender test, thin spirotheca, rather close coiling, large central chamber and

regularity of antethecal obis which as seen in the longitudihal section,
appear in uniformly arranged low arcs in the inner as well as in the outer
volutions. Had it not been (or the smaller dimension on the part of the
Chinese form, and the wide spa e separating the two, it would be scarcely
justifiable to establish a new variety.

According to Mr. Y. T. Chao who collected and prepared the
specimen, this form occurs in the lowest seam of limestone intercalated
in the coal-bearing series of Cha.ng Chu Haien, W. Shantung.

Jt'.SW&M PERMEWZ! cf. var. ZIPPRAtrSTAn.

Pl. 1. Figs. 2, 2*.

Ftatdina verneuii (MLL) var. tappen STAFF: PalontAo'raphica, Bd. LIX,
pp. 181-183, Tat. XIY,XX, Fig. 13.

I
I 4

¿g

Fig. 14External form of F. ven«lli
of var. tappen; X5.
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Fig. 15Curves shwing the properties of verneuii cf. var. sapperi; for reference of

a, r, t and scales of ordinates see p. 61.

IAGNOSIS:: Test elongated, almost eylindrióal in the middle part

covering about half of the entire length; the remaining onè fourths bend
rather abruptly towards one side of the test which is often marked in thé
median part, by a shallow and broád furrow running transversely to less
than half the circumference. Internally only the last twá volutions are
involved in the bending. Average dimension 9.7mm x 2. 1mm.

Aperture distinct and broad, reaching about half the height of the

chamber, and forming a very flat'arc.

Number of volutions 6 to 7; inner volutïons rather compact,
comparatively open in the outer ones.

Antethecal folds remarkably regular even in the neighbourhood
of the poles; intense in the inner volutioñs reaching a little more than two
thirds of the height of th chamber, whereas the outer ones are less intense,

and are only limitted to the lowest part of the antetheca. Owing to. the

unusual width of the aperture, there appears no folding in the mdian
region.

The antetheca is comparatively thin; and no appreciable change
in the thickness of the antetheca is observable; while th.e spirotheca

increases its thickness from the inner to the outer volutions as does the
height of the chamber.

$1IIT III UI lU 31

V
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Central chamber usually small being about 0.11 mm in diameter
on the average; seldom attains the form of a perfect sphere, more often
avoid or ellipsoidal.

REMARES: As rightly remarked by Schellwien, Staff and others,
F verneuiti MÖLL. comprises a group of Fusulina which wary within a
considerable range. Its most remarkable features consist in the regularity

of antethecal folding, large axial ratios, uniform increase of the thickness
of spirotheca and of the height of the chamber nd comparatively small

central chamber, Some of the 'forms are more inflate in the middle with
volutions more numerous than usual; they then approach F. Japonica,
others greatly elongated showing a degree of amnity to F. extensa. It is to
the latter group of varieties that the present form is losely related.

000URRINCE: Fusulina verneuili cf. var. sapperi occurs in a
massive blue limestone expos3d at a locality 60 lito the north of Hsing An

Hsien, N. Honan. Associated with it are found F. pusilla. F. elongata
(SuMAlw and GIRTY) which latter, in all its external appearance resembles

one of the Guadlupian forms (U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper. No. 58,

Pl. XVII, 'Fig. 4).

J1J$U1JJM7U,fI!J. SCHELLWIRN.

PI. II Fi. 2 2a-6.

Fu8utinapuJiUa SCRELLW. Palontographica, Bd. XLIV,

pp. 254-255, Tat. XX, Figs. 8-14

Fig. 16Extefnal p
pearaflee of
F. pu.tla;
X5.
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Fig. 17Curves showing the properties of F. pusilla; for reference
of a, r, t and scalesof ordinateo see p. 64.
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DIAGNOSIS: This small Fusulina is characterized by it cocoon-like

test when magnified, with a very gentle and broad median depressien and

a slight expansion at a little distance from the poles which may be somewhat

pointed and inclined towards one sidó of the test, but more often gentely
rounded in the form of a highly prolate hemi-ellipsoid. In the latter case
the test is almost perfectly symmetrical with respect to the axis of the whorl.

Aperture though not so broad and distinct as in Scheliwien's
original specimen, is nevertheless plainly discernible except in the last
volution, or the last part of it. It reaches a little more than one third of

the height of the chamber on the average.

Number of volutions generally 5 notwithstanding the comparatively

small height of the testa feature highly characteristic of F. pusifla as
already remarked by Seheliwien.

From a fragment of a me 1jan section it has not been impossible to

count the number of antetheca for each volution, but the fact that the
present species peculiarly possesses a relatively small number of antetheca

in the outermost yolution can be verified without doubt.

Antethecal folding regular and simple even to the ends of the test.

This is seldom observed in all Fusulina and none in the elongated typeq
The folds reach more than two thirds of the. height of the chamber in the
inner volutions with their general arrangement not unlike those of F.
verneuil.i. The intensity of the fold9, however, decieases rather appreciably

towards the outer vol utiors. In the inst one or f wo volutions only a small
fraction of the height of the antetheca is folded so that in an axial section

they only present a series of extremely low arcs.

Antetheca very thin, thinner than any of the spirotheca in the test.

'Whorls closely coiled; height of the chamber increases rapidly up

to the third volution, but almost equal in the last two volutions.

Spirotheca fairly thin in the first three volutions; from the fourth

to the fifth a rather rapid increase is observed. This increase of the
thickness of the spirotheca corresponds to the increase of the height of the

chambera fact frequently observed in other species.
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Central chamber small, nearly spherical, usually 0.09 mm in

diameter.

R&EKs: Among the Salt-Range species F. lcatiaensis should be

the first to be cite I for comparison. A degree of resemblance both in form

and'structure does exist between this indian species and the present Chinese

one; but the smallest individual of the former as figured by Schwager is

nearly twice as long as the latter which rarely, if ever, exceeds 4.5 mm in

length.

Taken as a whole, the cocoon-like shape and small dimension of

the test, the low but regular antethecal folds extending even to near the

poles and the compact type of coiling are the distinctive features that seem

to warrant the identification of the present form with the Alpine species.

As discussed by Staff, there Is a strong affinity between F. pusiUc&

and some of the smaller varieties of F. tschernyschewi frqm Russia. The

same author includes F. contracta from Drawas and F. ellipsoidalis from

Iowa in one and the same group. This, however, seems to require a more

careful consideration.

OccuaBENo: F. pusifla frequently occurs in a massive blue lime-

stone, 60 ii north of Hsing An Haien, N. Honan; always associates with

F. verneuili cf. var. sapperi.

IThSPZI1M ¡'ARMrJ n. sp.

Pl. I Figs. t, 3a-c, 4, 5.

Fig. I8Extrzial form of 1'. varkda; X5

Schwager: Palacon. Indica, Ser. XIII, pp. 985-87, PI. CXXVI, Piga. 1-II.
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Fig. lOCurves showing the properties of Zvarüaa; for referençe of the letters
attached to the curves and the scales of ordinates see p. 6t

DIAGNOSIS: Test f usiform in the middle part and becomes abnorm-

ally elongated towards both poles through an diametrical contraction and
lateral extension of the last two volutions which are as a rule sigmoidaiiy
wound. The inner volutions, however, always remain fusiform.

Aperture narrow, almost semi-circular in the first three volutions

becomes very broad in the fourth and fifth with a height equals a little leas
than half the height of the chamber.

Number of volutions usually 5 rarely 6 in adult individuals. The

first and the last volutions closely coiled, while the other volutions are
relatively broad. The height of the chamber appears to vary very little
in second, third and fourth volutions.

Spirotheca rather thick with a coarse macula and without any
appreciable variation except for the last volution which is generally formed

by a thinner spirotheca.

Antetheca is distinctly thinner than the spirotheca, especially so

towards the poles; Every other antetheca is inclined forward more markedly

with the result that the neighbouring ones are usually fused in the lower
part, hence it appears y-shaped in the transverse section. The tectum is
suddenly bent and twisted in the region where the spirotheca transforms
itself into antetheca so that the latter with a layer of fairly coarse but rather
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indistinct macula supporting its posterior side appears as if it were wedged

into the macula of the spirctlieca.

TABLE H.

Measurements of Fusulina variata

Antetheca in all the whorls are, as a rule, broadly and irregularJy

fluted as judged from the broad and irregular dark patches that appear in
the axial section. Exceptional eases are however known where a more
regular type of folds can be plainly observed.

Central chamber large and perfectly spherical formed by an
unusually thick wall. In one of the larger specimens the diameter of the
central chamber measures at 0.33 mm, and the thickness of the wall varies

from 0.028 to 0.033 mm.

REMARKS: This species is characterized by its peculiar prologation

of the test, the large, thick-walled central chamber in the form of a perfect

sphere, the variation in the form and size of the aperture, etc. The general

feature of the inner volutions is not unlike F. exilis SCH WAGER. The latter

however generally possesses a more fragile and somewhat smalle: entrai

chamber, and the antetheca is folded ïn a different type. Moreover, it never

shows the tendency to develop that characteristic umbilical prolongation.

* This value is obtained by interpolation.

No.of vola-
tion.

Vectorial
Angle. II

j

211 811

II

4H 511

III

611 7Jr

IV

811 911

V

1011

VI

1111

Radiusvec-5a. 0.2 0.28 0.34 0.47 0.55 0.73 0.84 0.99 1.01 1.06* 1.12
tor. mm.Ib 0.28 0.35 0.5 0.59 0.77 0.88 105 1.18 1.3

fa. --
Aia1 ratio.

2.8 2.9 2.9 8.1 3.5 4.4 5.4 6.6 8.3
lb. - 3.2 8.3 3,6 3.8 .3.8 4

Cumulativefp. -
no. of an

8 15 24
-

36 52 70

tetheca. (q. - 14 2.5 4) 56 78 98 120

Thickness Ça. 18 29 33 37 48 52 55 - 70 - 37

liecelb. 37 48 55 55 59 63 63 74 82
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Among the Russian speciEs F. sub titis may be cited here for compa-

rison. Some resemblance is shown by the photomicrographa. The fragm-

entary natùre of Scheliwien's material, the probable confusion on the part of

iths author of several distinct species and the discrepancy between his
description and the photographs however makeit extremely difilcult to reach

any decisive opinion as to the true relation between aq Chinese form and
the Russian. It may be incidentally mentioned here that the species
represented. by fig. 1 in Scheliwien's photographs (Palontographica, Bd.
LV, Taf. XVIII) should be separated from the rest of the individuals under

the specific name F. subtilis. It is with this particular form that our
present species seems to aome extent related.

OuaaIcE: F. variata abundantly occurs in a dirty, brown,
highly argillaceous limestone of Chien Tao Kon, about 15 II E.8.E. of Taj

Yuan, Shansi, rarely accompanied by F. vulga ris.

(iii) Some outstanding facts relating to tire distribution
and faunistic character of .Fusulinidoe f N. China.

Only a few Carboniferous basins in N. China, for instance, the Tien Hua

and Yau Tou coalfields, N. E. Shansi,t» and the Yang Chia Ton coalfield in

the Western Hills of Peking, do we find marine limestones absent from the

coal.bearing series; and only in a few of the limeatones, for instance, those

of the Lin Ho KOu coalfield, N. Honnan, do we find fossils belonging to I lie

family Fusulinid absent. This vast and immensely rich field of fossil-
Fotaininifera necessitates and at the same time justifies a thorough
systematic investigation before their biological and stratigraphical signifie.

ance can be fully understood. The facts indicated below, though broad and

disconnected as a necessary outcome of only a preliminary survey, may

however reveal points of importance for mapping out the lines of further
research. The facts are.

(1) In N. China limestones containing Fusulinidss are now kniwn

to occur in th following places (Fig. 20) :-

(1) Bailey Willis and E. Blackwelder, Research in China, Vol. I, Part I pp. 149-151.C..
b. . E. F. L

H.Jfl'9j.
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Fig. 20A skelch map showing the distribution of Miitilina in N. China.

60 ii N. of Hsingan.hsien N. Honan.

Hsin Lung Shun, about 50 li S. W. of Shaho Hsien.. .S. Chihli,

Tzu Chou coalfield, S. Ohihli,

Lin Chien coalfield,.. S.W. Chihli,

Kai Ping Basin, N.E. Chihil,

P. Chang Chu coalfielti, W. Shantung,

Shu Cihien Kou, 2.5 Ii W. of Yang Chien railway

station, Pin Ting Basin, E. Shansi,

Yueh Men Kou, 30 ii W. of Taj Yuan, Central Shanis,

K. Chien Tao Kou, 15 Ii E.S.E. of Taj Yuan, Central Shansi,

Apart from these localities wherefrom the writer has obtained

masses of material, isolated occurrences are reported from the Po Shan

coalfield, W. Shantuug, the Pei Ling,'> W. Kansu, and parts of S. Manchu-

ria. Curiously enough, in the limestones containing a Productus-limestone

(1) E. Scheliwien, Polaeozoische und triadisehe Fossilien aus ostasien, Durch Asien, Bd
III, p. 151.
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fauna recently brought back by Prof. F. K. Morris from Outer Mongolia

no trace of these Foraminifera has yet been found.

These Fusulinid-bearing litnestones are a1rnost invariably. inter-

calated in the lower part of the An (h racolithic Formation. This would

moan that they belong largely, if not entirely to the Taiyuan Series. Some-

times oniy a single layer of the limestone is present as in the Kai Ping basin

and in the northern part of ilsing An flsien; and áttain a thickness in these
cases of about 2 to 3 meters; and sOmetimes they occur in several seams

separated by sandstones, shales and coal seams. Each seam of the limestone

rarely reach 2 meters in thickness. In the Sha Ho coalfield. there are,

aóeording to the local miners, no less than three layers of such limestones;

some of them are extremely thin, and probably die out within a small area.

In the J 'i Chien b siu three layers were counted by Messrs. Y. T. Chao and

C.C. Tien. Five seams of these limestones were reported by these gentlemen

from Ohang Chu, W,. Shantung. The author obeerved five layers in the

Pin Ting basin; each of them possesses some distinct character familiar to

the local miners who use them as reference strata. The lowest one which

lies about 18 meters above the thick coal is known as Yaokushi° or the

waist-hard-stone. It.s thickness is estimated at O.M m. This is overlain

by 0.5mm. of a hard blue shale, then by a blue limestone with a thickness

of 1.5ni.- Miners name it the Szechehshi, or four-strata-stone on account

of the fact that it is usually divided into four strata. After an interval of

8m. of well-laminated gey shale a massive, hard, blue limestone known as

Kuhshi or the hard-stone, appears in the ascending succession with a

thickness of about 2.7 m. A series of shales with beds of sandstones now

follow aggregating to a thickness of. 21m, This is again overlain by a blue

limestone, the ChiensIvit4 or coin-stone, having a thickness of 1.2 m. The

name is derived from the fact that in this limestone fragments of Crinoidal

stems are otten found. Still going upward for a distance of 23.3 ni. of

sandstones and shales the last or the highest seam of limestone comes in

the sequence. This is known as Hovshi(n or the ape-stone, about 1.8. ni.

thick. Most, if not all, of these lime-stones are crowded with F4Inhina.

ci) (2) (3) (4) $ (5)
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Mr. E. Noriu0 deserites five seams of Aiibraco]itIiie lirnestones

exposed in the Western HiJl of Taj Yuan, and recorde the occurrence of

Fu.gutina at two different horizons in those limestones. In a later excursion

into the Barns district 1d by the writer a large quantity of FusuLina was

found from. four or five different limestones exposed at ?ueh Men Eou1 a

localitywhere Mr. Norm describes his classical sections. As time did not

allow us to identify each of the Jimestones described by Mr. Norm1 we are

as 'yet not sure of the stratigraphie position of the Fusulina-limeatones in

Norm's sectioii. But it is certain that Fusvlina occur at more then two

horizons in the hills west of Tal Yuan.

(2) The several speeïes of Fitsilia described here are largly

cosmopolitan in character. F. vnlgai'i.c abound. in the Fnsulina4imeatoné

of the Darwas dietrict, Central Asia, forzniug the Lower Series of the Upper

Pabeozoic formation. There, it associates, according to the list provision-

ally furnished by Techernyeschew1 with a spares faui of Brachiopode and

Molluscs that seem to range from the Middle Upper Carboniferoua (Singe of

piri/er suprarnosquensis) to the Artinekian or Permo..Oarboiii feroue.1

Although there is saine question as to the exact stratigraphie

poaltion (within Upper Carbouiferous) of F. tenui.ssin&a and F. puiiia in

the Carnic Alpine that they belong to the Upper (Jarboriiferus, is, a shown

by Sàhellwien's careful correlation, a matter beyond any doubt..

F. vcrneqili cf. rar. i'apperi, F. californmca and F. ezfensa 'ar.
minons are forms thaL aie ither closely related to those fornid in Texas,

Gutemaln, New Mexico and California' or aetlly lived in the American
waters. There again the stratigraphie position of these fossils cannot be
lowEr than Upjier Carboniferous and in soins cases, a in the Capitnu
Formation of the Guadalupian Mountaine they seem to belong to Lower
Ferinian ne shown by the Lyttoni fauna.

(I) 1 Nniu, The inter Pahtozoic rind ErIy Me.oink Sciirnents ol CwLrI S!rnnj
Bull. (loot. 5iir'ey of (-'bino, No 4 pp. 31, 41.

iI tl l.
Pn1oeont.ogrophica BiL LVI1 pp. 140-147.
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Here then in N. China we have evidence to show the confluence of

the Foraminiferal faunas that lived in the Eurasian geosyncline extending
from N. China through Central Asia au1 probably Asia Minor reaching
fiuially to the Alpine region on the one side; and on the other, those that
flourished in the Pacific waters. The fact that these Chthese species, like
the Darwas fauna, shows little relation to the Salt Range fossils is a point
to bs noted with interest.

1f not for the apparent cohftict with the evidence furnished by the
Bruehiopods, particularly Spirifer bi,sulcatus, the wñter would not hesitate

to place the Fusulina..limestone of.N. China as a whole in the upper part
of Upper Carboniferous.

(3) WIth tbe exception of a few places in the externe west, for
instance the Semenow Mountain, wher Futterer found DoiioUncz, by far the

greatest number of spee.ies of Fusulinid so far found frórn the liméstones

contaimiing1these fossils belong Lo ucnhtia (FIBOEKD.)1 very few to Fusuli

ucla, nn to ScIiwagcrna nor tho formz higher in the biological scale.
With corals they aro now and then associated. When they occur together

with Brachiopode, the latter .are generally minuto in size, oparco ni distribn-

tian; in a. word, they are of an impoverished type. These fada are alsq noted

by Steif in connexion with bis etdy of the Dar*as fauna. Wo have there-

fore in N. China true Pusulina-limestone and no "Schwagerinenkalk.!'

Fusulinid of N. China. usually associate themselves freely

with other Fornuithifera. Among the more common genera Tcztularia,

Th,gcneiina, J'ndothjra, Snce;imni.nii, He ii.scu., opercnlsza etc.
frequently .occur

Apart (rom J'. vuqa ris nearly all of the individuals belonging

Lo dift'erent species foufld in the Shin Ho coalfield, and in one of the himestones

of Cluing Chu bear a thick calcareous deposit along the axis of the whorl,

partieulai'y in those part.s where the nntetheces fold themselves into an
entangled cony plev.

A teiitetive deduction can be made fioin this curious feature.
Since the ea'lcare6us deposits are found in different species it cannot be a

specific eluiractor; and since such c dcpot can serve the anime] no itnagi_
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nable useful purpose, if n"ot actually accompanied by disadvantage, it would

appear that it is more likely a development resulting from unsuitablehabitat

than any other cause that we can postulate. This argument is to some extent

favoured by the occurrence of F. clongata (exten3a) var. minons in Shan-

tung and F. longissima var. area in Sha Ho; for, though the former is
closely related to the American and the latter to the Russian species, are
distinctly smaller in size, at least smaller thax those individuals which do not

carry the calcareous deposita fact may be taken as evidence for degeneration.

Similar conclusion is reached by an argument along the same lino
but from a different point of view: As lime is deposited in the test the
quantity of this material absorbed by the animal must considerably exceed
the quantity that it can consume. And as lime is absorbed by these
primitive animals, in all probability, principally, if not entirely, for the
purpose of the construction of their test, so the deposition of lime simply
means the incapability on the part of the animal to use the quantity of lime
that it is given to absorb for the construction of a specific test. It is readily
conceivable that the capaeity of absorbiig lime to construct a specific test must

be a character Pinnate to a particular species; while the chances of their
succéss in accomplishing that specific purpose must be necessarily more or

less governed by the external conditions under which the animal has to live.

This line of argument would involve that there must have beenplaces out
side of W. Shantung and S. Chihli where the forerunners of 1. longissirna

var. area and F. elongata var. minons had originated, developed, and
finally migrated into N. Chna, and there became modified under the forces
of changed environment. It is not safe to state at present where is the birth
place of their ancestors. But in the absence of a nearby locality where such

ancestral forms are known to occur, and in view of their close relation with

the Russian and N. American fauna, one might stiggest that they have
migrated from these countries.

(6) The Heing An Fusulina fauna, in contrary to those occurring
farther northeast, shows a healthy mode of development. There, the Alpine
and the American types of species occur side by side.

It is therefore thought that the highways for the migration of
Fusulina lay near the soqthern border of N. China.
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PLATE I

Figs. 1,la. Fusulina vu!gana SCHELLWIEN.

Sub-axial section showing thick spirotheca and coarse macula.

la. k transversesection with the inner volutions showing some resem-

blance to Schwagerina, but the laut volution, especially the last part

of it tending to devolule iii contra-distinction to &hwagerina which

is nearly always characterized by "senile dercescence"

Figs. 2,2a Msulina verneuiticr. var. 8appèri STAFF.

A part of an axial section along the plane in which the axis of
whorl is curved.

2a. A longitudinal section perpendicular to the plane óf axial curvat-
ure.

Figs. 3-5. Fusdina variata n. sp.
An axial section showing cxtsaordinary alar prolongation.

3a-b. Transverse sections.

3c. Median section of an individual with its centrai chamber somew lint

deformed.

Axial section of a normal individual with a perfectly spherical
central chamber and incipient alar prolongation.

5 Axial section f a well developed individual.

AH figares are magnified to about thirteen times diamet'r.
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PLATE II

Fig. 1. Axial section of Fnsuliiza te'nuissirna ScRELLwIEN.

Figs. 2-2h. Fusuiina pu8ilkL SCHELLWIEN.

Axial section.

'2a. A transverse section showing the relatively. smali number of ante-

theca in the last volution.

2b. An oblique section.

Figs: 3-6. Fusulina longissirna nov. var. rn-ca.

A longitudinal section perpendicular to tue plane of axial curvature.

Axial section showing its thin spirotheca, elongated central chamber

and regularly folded antetheca.

A small specimen probab'y representing a trnsitional form between

FuF. cijiindrica and Fus. longisei,na.

A sub-axial section of an individual with a somewhat larger test
than that of the normal type sa shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 7. Fusulina elongata (extensa) nov. var. minons.

Axial section showing its slender form, thin spirotheca, regular
and low folding of the antetheca,broad and d4stinct buccal aperture

and numerous volutions.

Fig. 8. Fusuizna cat ifornica STAFF.

Axial section showing large, ellipsoidal central chamber with its
major axis perpendicular to the axis of whorl, zmgular vaulting in

the median region (slightly shattered) and regularly folded ante-
theca.

All figures are magnified to about thirteen times diameter.
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Fusulina Vulgaris SCHELL.

.4"i-,---
Fusulina teuujssima &Eu.

Fusulina longissima var. arco n. var.

Fusulina californica (var. STAFF)

Fusulina elongota (extensa) &HEU. B. str.

Fusulina elongata (extensa) var. minons n. var.

Fusulina verneuii cf. ver. Sap peri STAFF.

Fusulina pusilla Scnw.

tfr
___ 'r,.
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